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Abstract: This paper focuses on investigating the forming behaviour of sandwich materials composed
of steel sheets and glass fibre-reinforced polyamide 6 (GF-PA6), i.e., thermoplastic-based fibre metal
laminates (FML). Stretching and forming limit curve (FLC) determination of FML with different
cover/core layer thickness ratios at various forming temperatures, i.e., at room temperature (RT),
200 and 235 ◦C, are the main approaches for characterizing their formability. In addition, the forma-
bility of mono-materials and non-reinforced sandwich materials is investigated as a reference. For
a successful test and reliable results, several technical issues are considered, such as the suitable
lubrication configuration and digital image correlation at elevated forming temperatures. The results
revealed that the formability of non-reinforced sandwich materials with different core layer thick-
nesses exhibited compared formability to their monolithic steel sheet and no remarkable improvement
in their formability with increasing the temperature up to 200 ◦C. Conversely, the formability of FML
shows significant improvement (approx. 300%) with increasing temperature with a forming depth of
about 33 mm at 235 ◦C compared to only 12 mm at RT.

Keywords: sandwich materials; polyamide 6; thermoplastic-based fibre metal laminates; warm
stretch forming; FLC-determination

1. Introduction

The design and application of sandwich materials gain their advantages from its
lightweight potential and adapted mechanical properties in comparison to mono-materials.
Nowadays, different categories of sandwich materials have been developed. The first
category is the one without fibre reinforcement (metal/polymer/metal (MPM)) such as
Alucobond®, Dibond® and Hylite® (3A Composites GmbH, Singen, Germany), which are a
combination of Aluminium (Al)-sheets and Polypropylene (PP) or Polyethylene (PE) cores.
These examples have been applied in the automotive industry, such as in the VW Lupo
and Audi A2 [1]. Others represent combination of steel and polyamide-polyethylene blend
(PA-PE) core, such as the Litecor® (thyssenkrupp Steel Europe AG, Duisburg, Germany),
which is developed in the framework of the “InCar Plus” project and aimed at a weight
saving up to 60% compared to monolithic steel sheets [2]. The main advantages of Litecor®
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can be found in its core layer properties, where the PA-PE blend combines the formability
(due to PE) with the better thermal stability (due to the higher melting pointing of PA). This
make Litecor® more suitable for the cataphoretic painting while processing at a temperature
of approximately 200 ◦C. Thus, this MPM has a great possibility to be applied as door and
roof structures in body-in-white (BIW), for example. The second kind of the sandwich
material is the combination of metal cover and fibre-reinforced polymer core, the so-called
fibre metal laminates (FML). A traditional FML is composed normally of metal sheets
(cover sheets or even interlayer ones) and fibre-reinforced epoxy resin, providing sandwich
structures with excellent fatigue, impact and damage tolerance properties and low den-
sity [3]. For instance, ARALL® (Al/Aramid-fibre-resin/Al) is developed and is applied as
wing panel materials on the Fokker F-27 in the 1980s [4]. Further products of these kinds of
FML are GLARE® (Al/Glass-fibre-resin/Al) and CARALL® (Al/Carbon-fibre-resin/Al),
finding increasing application potential in aerospace and automotive industries [5]. For
example, GLARE® has been further improved with the substitution of aramid fibres with
glass fibres to minimise the possibility of failure when used as fuselage material of Airbus
A380 [4,6,7]. Since the beginning of the 21st century, further metal sheets, such as steels [8]
and magnesium (Mg) alloys, have been used as cover layers to construct FML structures [9].
However, these thermoset-based FML are always accompanied with cost-intensive manu-
facturing techniques that have too-high cycle times for automotive series applications, as
the curing and consolidation of resin in autoclaves due to its nature require elevated pro-
cessing temperature and pressure for a relatively long period. In contrast, newly-developed
thermoplastic-based FML offers equivalent mechanical properties, such as thermoset-based
FML, and has an advantage of formability, recyclability and lower process cycle time,
leading to cost-reducing production and time-efficiency [10,11]. For instance, the Leika®

project, a research project of the “Research and Technology Centre for Resource Efficient
Lightweight Structures for Electromobility” (FOREL), has developed several components
and structures by combining steel/Mg sheets and fibre reinforced thermoplastic, as well as
the advanced forming technologies to produce sandwich structures with approximately
24% weight saving compared to the reference floor assembly of e-vehicles, while main-
taining the same performance in various crash load cases [12]. Moreover, several research
works or concepts by using the thermoplastic-based FML as roof structures, backrest
of a backseat and battery package boxes in e-vehicles are carried out by [12–15]. Other
thermoplastic-based FML examples are developed based on thermoplastic matrix like
PA6 and PEEK (Polyetheretherketone), such as CAPAAL® (Al/Carbon-fibre-PA6/Al) and
CAPET® (Titanium/Carbon-fibre-PEEK/Titanium) [16–18].

Conventional lay-up techniques are regularly used to produce the thermoset-based
FML with simple geometry [19,20]. However, depending on the application, the sandwich
panel should provide the possibility to be formed into complex-shaped components to be
applied in aircraft and automobile sectors. Thus, satisfactory sheet forming potential should
be fulfilled under, for instance, deep drawing, draw bending and stretch forming conditions.
From those, stretch forming is being widely applied in automotive industries. In this regard,
several aspects about describing the forming behaviour of sandwich materials are missing the
available literature, especially for the thermoplastic-based FML, which requires special forming
conditions for reaching defect-free components, e.g., the application of warm forming or one-
step thermoforming processes [21]. In contrast, it is possible to form flat MPM semi-products
into complex components following the technical guidelines for the monolithic sheets, even at
RT. However, its forming potential is less than that of the mono-materials of the same total
thickness. Those limits further decreased as core layer thickness increased [22]. Moreover, the
thermoset-based FML shows inherently poor formability at RT after the curing/solidification
of the resin and could not be reheated to improve its formability due to the nature of the
resin [23]. The unique way to enhance its formability is to form the blank sheet before the
resin matrix is completely cured. For instance, when forming GLARE® with a semi-solidified
or uncured matrix, the maximum drawing depth increased, but accompanied with severe
wrinkling problems and time cost for final curing. [24,25]. Thus, the thermoplastic-based FML
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gained more attention, as it could be formed at elevated temperatures due to the thermoplastic
nature of the matrix. For instance, the stretch forming of the thermoplastic-based FML made
of Al and a self-reinforced PP composite is studied at varied temperatures [26], in which the
strain experienced by the FML system is affected by holding force, stiffness of the composite
and interlaminar adhesion state. Further studies about the thermoforming of thermoplastic-
based FML are carried out, in which different punch geometries are considered (e.g., circular
cup geometry [17], hat geometry [27] and rectangular geometry) [28]. Some previous studies
have also demonstrated the feasibility of thermoforming thermoplastic-based FML into the
dome or hat profile in one step, namely joining and forming of the blank sheets at the same
time, which is proven to be efficient and highly deformable of the thermoplastic-FML based on
steel sheets and organosheets (continuous fibre reinforced thermoplastic) [21,29,30]. However,
the interlayer is subjected to local flowing in their liquid state during forming, leading to
an irregular total blank thickness of the shaped part. Besides the wrinkling and irregular
thickness distribution, other defects like cracking or delamination are also found [31].

Additionally, the forming limit diagram (FLD) is an essential method for evaluating the
formability of sheet materials, which is developed firstly by Keeler and Backofen [32]. The
forming limit curve (FLC) in FLD depicts the deformations on a sheet as major and minor
strains and makes it possible to define limit forming ratios. To keep safe forming conditions,
the strains appearing on the deformed part must be located below the FLC level. Thus, it
is important to determine the FLC of the sandwich materials as well, offering a chance to
evaluate the stamping characteristics of them in comparison to the monolithic metal sheets.
It is stated that the FLC level of sandwich materials depends on the material compositions
and forming conditions. For instance, FLC level of Al/PE/Al sandwich material is higher
than that of its monolithic Al sheet at RT [33]. Moreover, a slight increasing tendency
of drawing depth was found to increase the core layer thickness [34]. In comparison,
the core thickness has no significant influence on the FLC levels for sandwich materials
based on steel covers and polymer core, e.g., steel/PP-PE/steel. With increasing core layer
thickness, MPM are subjected to failure at lower strains in the stretching region of the
FLC [22,35]. Investigations about the FLC-determination of FML based on metal sheets
and organosheets regarding the influence of temperature changes are rarely found in the
literature survey. Some studies reported to use chopped fibres for a reinforced core in the
thermoplastic-based FML under RT, in which the formability of FML is proven to be good
due to the poor mechanical properties of GF-Polyurethane (GF-PU) as a core layer in this
Al/GF-PU hybrid system [36]. The GF-PU used in the FML has a high elongation at failure
of ~15% and absolute low stiffness, i.e., elastic modulus of 1.7 GPa [36]. A similar study to
determine the FLC of FML based on Al5005/self-reinforced PP/Al5005 at RT is performed
in [37], in which the strain evolution of thermoplastic-based FML was found to be larger
than that of monolithic Al sheets and therewith a higher FLC level and better formability of
thermoplastic-based FML. However, the used self-reinforced PP is the Curv™ from Propex
Fabrics, which has an elongation at failure of 20%, tensile strength of 120 MPa and tensile
modulus of 4.2 GPa [38]. In short, the above-mentioned studies chose fibre-reinforced
cores with good formability for improving the formability of FML due to its nature of
chopped fibres or self-reinforcement, but losing its integral strength. Furthermore, there is
still a lack of research on the FLC determination of thermoplastic-based FML consisting
of metal and organosheets. Since the nature of organosheets dictates the poor formability
and good stiffness of such FML at RT, most studies have focused on warm thermoforming
processes. However, the results are not abundant for explaining the accompanying defects
and mechanism of improving foamability, such as the investigation of thermoforming
FML based on steel/GF-PP/steel at two forming temperature levels of 140 ◦C and 170 ◦C,
especially when taking into account that the melting point of PP is 160 ◦C [39]. Its result
presented significant thickness irregularities of the composite core and flow of the matrix
out of the die is detected by stretch forming at higher temperatures, i.e., 170 ◦C.

From the literature survey, rare studies have been carried out to determine the stretch
forming-behaviour and FLC levels of thermoplastic-based FML, which is composed of
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steel covers and composite core. The aim of this study is to investigate the influence of
material combinations, forming conditions and thickness ratios on their forming behaviour,
especially the FML based on organosheets. The structure of this study is illustrated in
Figure 1, describing the study sequence and the utilized investigation methods. Firstly, the
material selection, including the mechanical characterization and semi-finished sandwich
panel preparation for stretch forming, are described in Section 2.1. A method to determine
the FLC levels and the corresponding sample geometries are also introduced. Some
interesting technical issues and the development of new warm forming tool to perform the
desired tests are introduced in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we provide a description of the
experimental plan, where the mono-materials and laminates without core reinforcement
(MPM) are considered as a benchmark for the study. In addition, the method to determine
the FLC levels is explained in Section 2.4. Further, the results are described and analysed
in Section 3, which is divided into two parts: Section 3.1 for describing the results of
stretch-forming behaviour and Section 3.2 for describing the results of FLC determination.
The conclusion is offered in Section 4.
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2. Materials and Experimental Work
2.1. Materials and Sandwich Production

Here, 2 steel grades were used as cover sheets for producing the sandwich panels,
namely the electrolytic-galvanized steel grades TS290 and TS275, which were delivered
by the thyssenkrupp Steel Europe AG. These good deep-drawable thin steel grades are
typically used in the food packaging industry and currently have more application potential
in the automotive industry, which has similar mechanical properties to the cover sheets
used in Litecor [2]. For the core materials, three kinds were applied: (a) unreinforced
polyamide 6 (PA6) core, which was delivered by Infiana Germany GmbH & Co. KG,
Forchheim, Germany; (b) fibre reinforced PA6, namely the Tepex Twill RG (50% fibre
content in each weft and warp directions); and (c) Tepex unidirectional RGUD (20% fibre
content in weft direction and 80% in warp direction). A summary of the materials used
is given in Table 1. In this case, the properties of the mono-materials used (cover, core
and adhesive) and the surface treatments (Figure 2) for preparing sandwich panels were
previously specified in [40]. First, the core material was treated by cleaning it with acetone
after drying it at 80 ◦C for at least 12 h (Figure 2a). The steel sheet was cleaned, grinded
(gird size 60) and tempered (at 440 ◦C for 1 min) before the adhesion promoter SI-Coating
was spread on the treated steel surface and activated at 250 ◦C for 3 min, as described
in Figure 2b.
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Table 1. Summary of the materials used.

Materials/Abbreviation Thickness [mm] Coating Fibre Content
[vol.-%] Supplier

TS275 0.4 Zinc – thyssenkrupp Steel
Europe AGTS290 0.3 Zinc –

PA6 0.5 – – Infiana Germany GmbH
& Co. KG

Twill 2/2 (50/50)–RG 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 – 47 LANXESS Deutschland
GmbH, Köln, GermanyUnidirectional

(80/20)–RGUD 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 – 47
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The tensile tests were carried out at RT, 200 and 235 ◦C to characterize their effect on
the mechanical properties of the steel sheets, which could be correlated to their forming
behaviour in the form of the MPM or FML, as shown in Figure 3. The test condition,
sample geometry and used standard for tensile tests are presented in [41]. As expected,
the tensile strength of the steel sheets was reduced as the temperature increased, and the
elongation at failure of TS290 increased at the elevated temperatures of 200 and 235 ◦C, as
shown in Figure 3a. In contrast, the elongation at failure of TS275 decreased with increasing
temperature, as depicted in Figure 3b. This can be attributed to the Portevin-Le Chatelier
(PLC) effect of TS275 at 235 ◦C, causing an intermittent activity of highly localised strain
rate bands Therefore, a flat to slant crack transition was observed. During the slant fracture
at high temperature, less fracture energy was absorbed compared to flat fracture at RT [42].
As such, a reduction of fracture resistance in terms of the fracture strain value from 25% to
21.5% was observed (Figure 3b).

To investigate the forming behaviour of the different sandwich panels as combinations
of the two steel sheets with the reinforced and non-reinforced cores, the sandwich panels
were firstly produced. For this, a batch process by hot-pressing was applied after the
surface treatment, as shown in Figure 2. It is wort mentioning that during FML production,
the organosheet RG or RGUD was stacked with the orientation of its warp direction in
the rolling direction (RD) of the steel sheet. This layup was placed in the hot-pressing
tool, which consists of two electrically-heatable and water-coolable plates having a size of
340 × 340 mm2. The hot-pressing conditions were 245 ◦C, 3 bar and 5 min. Under this
condition, a sufficient adhesion in terms of a lap shear strength value of >20 MPa can be
achieved [40]. After the consolidation and achieving adhesion, the sandwich panels were
demoulded after cooling down to approx. 80 ◦C.
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Figure 4 shows the temperature profile of the hot-pressing process for sandwich
production, wherein the thermocouples were placed inside the sandwich panel with a
size of 200 × 200 mm2 in two regions: panel centre (T1) and close to its side (T2). The
temperature deviation from centre to side was ignorable. A heating rate of approximately
2 K/s and a cooling rate of 40 K/min was achieved.
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2.2. Warm Forming: Tool Design and Technical Issues
2.2.1. Tool Design

To analyse the deformation behaviour under stretch forming conditions at elevated tem-
peratures, we chose to use a standard semi-spherical punch. The test condition is summarized
in Table 2, where the diameter of blank and punch, die radius, test speed and holding force
are shown to have been kept constant. The forming temperature, however, varied.

Table 2. Test condition for stretch forming and FLC investigation.

Blank Diameter (mm) Punch Diameter (mm) Die Radius (mm) Test Speed (mm/s) Holding Force (kN) Temperatures (◦C)

200 100 10 1.5 100 RT, 200, 235
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Moreover, the tool design in a standard Erichsen sheet testing machine was modified
to be suitable for the warm forming condition, as can be seen in Figure 5. The blank holder
was equipped with flexible heating cartridges, which is embedded in a ring in the holder
andcontrolled by a temperature control unit. The punch and die were pre-heated to the
desired temperature (adding approximately 20 ◦C overheating to compensate the heat loss
during transfer) in an external furnace. These tools were separated from the test machine
by insulating ceramic discs to avoid excessive heating up of the testing machine and to
maintain heat in the specimen.
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Figure 5. Tool design for warm stretch forming.

2.2.2. Temperature Profile

To control the testing temperature in the specimen, the temperature-time profile starting
from the heating-up step in the furnace to final cooling step was recorded and illustrated.
Figure 6 shows that the temperature was measured inside the sandwich specimen at two
positions: at its centre position (T1) and at 40-mm away from the centre (T2). Then, the four
stages from preheating to cooling and demoulding are illustrated in the diagram: (a) preheating
the sandwich in an external furnace between two 2.0 mm backing sheet to reduce the heat loss
during the transport from the furnace to the sheet testing machine; (b) transfer and setting in
the Erichsen machine, where approximately 10–15 ◦C temperature drops occurred; (c) forming
until visual failure and at the end; and (d) cooling and specimen removal.

Here, 2 elevated temperature levels were chosen to perform the stretch forming tests of
FML, namely at 235 ◦C (>Tmelt, PA6) and at 200 ◦C (<Tmelt, PA6). The first experiments were
deployed to determine the temperature profile of FML01-RG0.5 (abbreviation according to
Table 3) and the possible temperature deviation. As can be seen in Figure 6, a homogeneous
temperature distribution in the specimen from the centre to the edge was found, which
was the same as FML01-RG1.0 and FML01-RG2.0 at 235 ◦C and FML01-RG2.0 at 200 ◦C. In
general, minor differences between T1 and T2 were found. During the forming step, the
forming temperature were successfully adjusted to 235 (±5) ◦C and 200 (±5) ◦C.
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Table 3. Abbreviation of sandwich panels.

Abbreviation Sandwich Panels

MPM01-PAx MPM based on TS275/PA6/TS275 with core layer thickness x
MPM02-PAx MPM based on TS290/PA6/TS290 with core layer thickness x
FML01-RGx FML based on TS275/RG/TS275 with core layer thickness x
FML02-RGx FML based on TS290/RG/TS290 with core layer thickness x
FML01-RGUDx FML based on TS275/RGUD/TS275 with core layer thickness x
FML02-RGUDx FML based on TS290/RGUD/TS290 with core layer thickness x

01: refers to cover sheet TS275, 02: refers to cover sheet TS290.

2.2.3. Lubrication

As is well known, deformation by stretch forming can only be achieved or maximized
by using suitable lubrication conditions that provide the least-possible friction between the
punch and the specimen. Thus, different lubrication conditions are experimented with for
the cold and warm stretch forming tests. After the first trials, a lubrication setup composed
of PP/PE copolymer film and grease could be recommended for forming at RT. However,
at elevated temperatures, a Teflon-film was selected as a lubricant.

2.2.4. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) Analysis and Heat Streaks

For the strain analysis, we used the DIC method. The setup of the DIC unit is illustrated
in Figure 7a. By painting the specimen surface with black stochastic patterns on a white
background, different paint sprays were sampled. The white paint spray Dupli for RT was
not temperature-resistant and became severely discoloured at elevated temperatures, so
another kind of white paint was selected, i.e., Ulfalux® white paint spray (Table 4).

Another issue to be considered is heat streaks, which arise from the hot specimen
surface and flow upwards in the gap between the specimen and DIC system (i.e., the
2 cameras), as schematically illustrated in Figure 7a. These streaks distort the image capture
of the DIC unit and cause yellow spots on DIC images, which refer to the higher deviation
and accordingly unreliable strain results, as can be seen in Figure 7b. Here, this issue was
overcome by the application of a small-side ventilator to remove the heat streaks, which
was located between the cameras and forming region of the test machine, as referred by a
green arrow in Figure 7a.
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Table 4. Spray paints for DIC analysis at different temperatures.

Paint Spray Testing Temperature Product

White paint spray RT Dupli color®, 252570 aqua white 9010
White paint spray 200 ◦C and 235 ◦C Ulfalux®, Ofenfarben 1190 white-perlmatt
Black paint spray RT, 200 ◦C and 235 ◦C Contact Chemistry® Graphit 33 76009-AA

2.3. Evaluation of the Stretch-Forming Behaviour

In addition to characterizing the stretch-forming behaviour of the sandwich panels
(MPM and FML), the stretch-forming behaviour of the monolithic steel sheets, as well as
the organosheets, were analysed. For this purpose, the force evolution, major strain and
thickness distribution and other failure modes at different adhesion conditions, forming
temperatures and core layer thickness, were evaluated following the test plan given in
Table 5. Each test condition was repeated 3 times to ensure the repeatability.

Table 5. Test plan for stretch forming and FLC investigation.

Material/
Abbreviation

Cover Sheet Core Layer Test

TS275
(mm)

TS290
(mm) PA6 (mm) RG (mm) RGUD (mm)

Stretch Forming FLC
0.4 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 2.0

TS275 x x 1 x 1

TS290 x x 3

RG x x x x 1

RGUD x x x x 1

MPM01
x x x 2

x x x 2

x x x 2

MPM02
x x x 4

x x x 4
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Table 5. Cont.

Material/
Abbreviation

Cover Sheet Core Layer Test

TS275
(mm)

TS290
(mm) PA6 (mm) RG (mm) RGUD (mm)

Stretch Forming FLC
0.4 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 1.0 2.0

FML01

x x x 1 x 1

x x x 1

x x x 1

x x x 1*
x x x 1

x x x 1

x x x 1

FML02
x x x 3

x x x 3

x 1: test temperature at RT and 235 ◦C; x 2: test temperature at RT; x 3: test temperature at RT, 200 and 235 ◦C;
x 4: test temperature at RT, 200 ◦C; x 1*: test temperature at 235 ◦C without pre-bonding.

The effect of the cover/core adhesion condition of the stretch-forming behaviour was
investigated following 2 approaches:

1. Semi-products of the sheet-like specimens of MPM and FML are prepared via hot
pressing, as is described in Section 2.1 (i.e., the stretch forming is performed on
pre-bonded sandwich panels).

2. The stretch forming of FML without pre-bonding is performed at 235 ◦C, i.e., the
separated cover and core layers are pre-treated, according to Figure 2, and heated up
in an external furnace without hot-pressing. The aim of the approach is to investigate
the effect of the one-step forming and bonding condition on the stretch forming of the
sandwich panels. In this case, at a temperature above the melting point of PA6, free
sliding and shearing of the fibre-reinforced polyamide core layer between the two
metallic skin sheets is enabled during the forming step. The trial without pre-bonding
resembles the one-step thermoforming method that is earlier developed [43,44].

2.4. FLC Investigation

To develop the FLC—the major ε1 and minor ε2—strain values were determined firstly
at different strain paths (Figure 8a). Thus, different specimens with an hourglass shape
were needed, as shown in Figure 8b, where the hour-glass shape specimen with different
central widths varied from 50 mm to 150 mm while maintaining a corner radius of 20 mm,
a specimen radius of 100 mm and an opening width of 60 mm, as well as a complete round
blank with a diameter of 200 mm. The rolling direction of the steel sheets was kept vertical
to the hour-glass shape.

We used the time-dependent line fit method for FLC determination, as described in
Figure 9 [45]. In this method, a dotted black tangent curve (instable linear function fitting:
instable area) is generated along the blue thinning rate curve and intersects with the blue
dotted tangent curve (stable linear function fitting: stable area), then a vertical dotted red
line is generated through the intersection point with the green (major strain: ε1) and purple
(minor strain: ε2) lines, respectively, generating two points on the curves, namely the major
and minor limiting strain values for one specimen geometry. A series of such point values
for the other specimen sizes are then used for building the whole FLC. The advantage
of this method is that it allows a fully automatic derivation of the FLC on the basis of
experimental test results and that it is possible to obtain the onset of plastic instability on
the basis of a continuous record of the test machine in time, thus determining material
failure in the first instance [45]. It should be noted that the methods used to calculate the
strains for stretch forming and tensile test were different. For the tensile test, the traditional
extensometer was used, where the engineering strain was calculated via ∆l/l (∆l : length
change of sample, l : original length of sample). However, for the stretch forming test, the
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DIC system measures Lagrangian strain, which is extremely larger than extensometer’s
data after the necking [46].
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To investigate the effect of cover sheet properties, forming temperatures and core layer
thicknesses on the FLC-levels of monolithic steel sheets, as well as their sandwich panels
MPM and FML, two steel grades were considered to determine the FLC (Table 5).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Stretch Forming
3.1.1. Forming Force and Strain Evolution of the Mono-Materials

The stretch-forming behaviour of the steel sheet TS275 and the organosheets RG and
RGUD were analysed at different forming temperatures. The first results about the stretch
forming of TS275 at RT and 235 ◦C are illustrated in Figure 10. As can be seen, with
increasing temperature, the force, drawing depth (Figure 10a) and the strain evolution
(Figure 10b) of TS275 decreased, which correlated with its tensile properties (Figure 3).
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The strain evolution of the steel sheets at different temperatures and the DIC images are
indicated by arrows marked with the same colour.
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Figure 10. (a) Force and (b) strain evolution of TS275 under stretch forming at RT and 235 ◦C.

Moreover, the stretch forming experiments of organosheets RGUD at RT were carried
out for two thicknesses (0.5 and 2.0 mm), as shown in Figure 11. The four DIC images, in
ascending order, shown in Figure 11b correspond to the red points (1)–(4) in the force-depth
curve in Figure 11a. As can be observed, with increasing thickness of the organosheet at
RT, the drawing force increased. However, at a drawing depth of approximately 8 mm, a
first force drop appears, indicating the start of fibre cracking along the warp direction due
to the less cracking resistance in weft direction with lower fibre content, giving a limit in
formability of the organosheet. With further punch displacement, the force increased again
(see the green arrow from point (1)–(3)), which was due to the resistance of the fibres in
the wrap direction in the organosheet at RT. This central crack propagated, as shown in
Figure 11b, until reaching complete failure at point 4.
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the crack propagation.

Under forming conditions above the melting point of the PA6, a high drawing depth
up to 40 mm of both types of the organosheet RG and RGUD with a thickness of 0.5 mm
was achieved (Figure 12). The maximum drawing force was reduced to approximately 2 kN.
Moreover, no remarkable difference between RGUD and RG was observed. However, a
distortion of the organosheet in the die edge area was detected (marked by yellow arrows),
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which was due to the hindered flowability of the fibres due to the existing draw beads in
die/blank holder region.
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Figure 12. Force evolution and distortion of RG0.5 and RGUD0.5 under stretch forming at 235 ◦C.

3.1.2. Force and Strain Evolution of MPM

In this part, the forming behaviour of the MPM with the non-reinforced PA6 core is
described. Figure 13a shows the drawing force-depth curves for the MPM01 with different
core thicknesses. It can be observed that the drawing depth decreased with increasing core
thickness, which is in accordance with the results published in [22]. The strain evolution
of the MPM is shown in Figure 13b, in which the strain distribution corresponded to the
MPM labelled in the same colour. As can be seen, a decreasing tendency of the major-minor
strain evolution with increasing core thickness can be stated, which is in correlation to
its force evolution. Since less plastic deformation takes place, the strain evolution was
reduced accordingly. From the DIC and specimen images illustrated in the figures, a
homogenous strain evolution in the whole deforming zone (Ø 100 mm in the middle area)
can be stated before crack appears. When the adhesion between cover and core layers is
high enough, the force transferring between the layers is so good that the three MPM layers
(two cover layers and a core layer) are subjected to cracking simultaneously. To conclude,
the formability of MPM with thin core layer is comparable to that of a monolithic steel
sheet (e.g., the MPM01-PA0.5 with a drawing depth of approximately 36 mm in comparison
to that of monolithic steel sheet TS275 with a drawing depth of approximately 38 mm).
However, here, its formability was reduced when core thickness increased to about 30 mm
for MPM01-PA1.5.
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3.1.3. Force and Strain Evolution of FML

The stretch forming of FML was carried out at two temperature levels: RT and 235 ◦C.
Figure 14a illustrates the results of the drawing force for FML01 with varied core thicknesses
and two kinds of organosheets, RG and RGUD. At RT, with increased core thickness, the
stiffness increased, but the maximum drawing depth, and therefore the maximum drawing
force, were reduced. This effect of core thickness in the case of FML01-RGUD was similar
to FML01-RG. Additionally, no remarkable difference in the drawing force between FML01-
RG/-RGUD was observed. Moreover, the outer cover sheet failed firstly due to the higher
tensile stress generated by the stiff organosheet at RT, as expected.
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Regarding the results of the warm stretch forming of FML01, it can be clearly seen in
Figure 14b that the formability of FML01 significantly improved at 235 ◦C, with molten PA6
matrix in the organosheet core. No remarkable difference in drawing depth and stiffness
for the FML01 with varied core thicknesses and organosheets RG and RGUD were stated.
However, by stretch forming at 235 ◦C, an earlier cracking of the inner steel sheets of FML01
with the 2.0 mm core layer was detected. As can be seen in Figure 14b, points (1) and (2)
indicate two force drop locations for both the FML01-RGUD2.0 and FML01-RG2.0. For both
at 235 ◦C, the first force drop took place without detecting any visual cracking on the outer
steel cover sheet (as test end criterion). Therefore, the test was continued until detecting
the failure of the outer layer. Upon interpreting the force-displacement progress by DIC
unit and the opening size of the crack on the inner and outer layers of FML01 with a core
thickness of 2 mm at 235 ◦C, it can be stated that cracking took place on the inner cover
layer first, as the crack opening size in the inner steel sheet was obviously larger than that
in the outer one, as can be seen in Figure 14c,d. This was confirmed repeatedly through the
three experimental runs. Inversely for the FML with the thinner core, the cracking pattern
of FML01-RG0.5 appeared at the outer cover sheet firstly, and that of FML-RG1.0 appeared
in both cover sheets (inner and outer) almost simultaneously, as can be seen in Figure 14e,f.
The reason for this may be due to changes in the dynamic friction state between the layers,
leading to changes in the tensile stress state on the inner and outer cover sheets, which will
be more deeply investigated by means of finite element simulations in a subsequent article.
Normally, the outer cover sheets are subjected to higher tensile stress under stretch forming
condition, therefore they fail firstly, especially at RT.

At 235 ◦C, based on the current results, it can be stated that the location of crack
initiation and propagation depends on the core thickness; with increasing core thickness,
the crack initiation is transferred from the outer cover sheet into the inner one. Furthermore,
specimens’ pictures for both cold and warm stretch forming are shown in Figure 14g,h,
in which the drawing depth was extended up to 33 mm at the warm forming condition
compared to only 12 mm at RT, indicating an improvement of almost 300%.

Further analysis about the thickness distribution of FML01-RGUD with two core
thicknesses (0.5 mm and 2.0 mm) after the stretch forming at 235 ◦C is illustrated in
Figure 15. As can be seen, the thickness change within FML01-RG0.5 is not remarkable.
Conversely, more irregular thickness distribution of the FML01-RG2.0 was found with a
thinning of the core in zone (1) and (3) and significant thickening in zone (2), which was
due to the flow of molten PA6 matrix from zone (1) and (3) towards the zone (2). In this
regard, the total thickness in zone (2) of the FML reaches approximately 5.0 mm, where the
dynamic interlayer friction between outer-cover/core layers, as well as inner-cover/core
layers, may be reduced accordingly. Therefore, earlier fracture of inner steel sheet occurs.
This is because the contact behaviour between the cover sheets and the core layer at 235 ◦C
can be understood as frictional relative sliding [47], and the friction coefficient between the
cover and core layers directly affects the fracture behaviour of the cover sheets [41].
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Figure 15. Thickness distribution of (a) FML01-RGUD0.5 and (b) FML01-RGUD2.0 after warm stretch
forming at 235 ◦C.

Besides the failure modes appeared on the cover sheets, it is also essential to describe
the deformation behaviour of the core material under these warm stretch forming condi-
tions. The cover sheets were removed to be able to detect the distortion of the core layer.
Because the cover sheet is tightly bonded to the core layer after the specimen has cooled,
in order to remove the cover sheet, it is necessary to reheat the specimen statically to the
melting point of PA6 in an external furnace to soften the adhesion layer before separating
the outer cover sheet of the FML manually. It can be seen from the specimens’ images in
Figure 16 that the fibres in RG and RGUD are not cracked, yet the distortion (marked by red
arrows) of them occurs in a die edge area near the drawing beads, which is in accordance
with the stretch-forming behaviour of the mono-organosheet at 235 ◦C, as described in
Figure 12. For core material RG2.0 shown in Figure 12b, the shear angle was approximately
90◦ at the top. Progressing down from the top side along the weft and warp directions, the
shear angle remained unchanged. Inversely, along biaxial direction 45◦, the shear angle
changed to be larger due to the easy-occurring shear deformation in the 45◦ direction [21].

In comparison to RG, the shear deformation of RGUD was different; there was a slight
second transverse normal strain for RGUD in the weft direction, which could have been
expected [48,49]. The mobility of fibres in the weft direction was less restricted. Moreover,
no wrinkling defects were detected.

Unlike the strain evolution of MPM at RT, the strain distribution of FML was located
and oriented along or vertical to the RD of steel sheet. The difference in crack orientation
for FML01-RGUD and FML01-RG was dependent on the fibre fraction in the weft and warp
directions of their cores. As can be seen in Figure 17a,c, crack propagation was vertical to
the RD for FML01-RGUD and parallel to RD for FML01-RG, respectively. The reason is that
the strengthening effect of organosheet is greater in the weft and warp directions, causing
the largest tensile stress on the outer cover sheet. However, the properties of RG in the weft
and warp directions are equal. In this case, the cracking behaviour of steel cover sheet was
dominant. Those for the RGUD, however, were different, as the strengthening effect of
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RGUD in the warp direction was more highlighted. Thus, the cracking propagation is more
likely vertical to the RD of the steel sheet. In contrast, the influence of the organosheet types
on crack orientation was ignorable at higher temperature, i.e., 235 ◦C. Moreover, the strain
evolutions of both FML01-RG and FML01-RGUD were more extended and homogeneously
distributed at 235 ◦C compared to those at RT, as can be seen in Figure 17b,d. The cracking
propagation is more likely along the RD of steel cover sheet, which resembles the cracking
behaviour of the monolithic steel sheets under the stretch-forming condition.
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(d) 235 ◦C.

3.1.4. One-Step Stretch Forming

Figure 18 shows the comparison between the stretch forming of FML01-RG2.0 with
and without pre-bonding in terms of the drawing force-depth and strain evolution at 235 ◦C.
There were three repetitions for each condition. It was clearly seen that the difference in
force and depth, as well as the strain distribution between the specimens with and without
pre-bonding, was ignorable. A drawing depth of FML01-RG2.0 without pre-bonding is
30.7 ± 1.8 mm was similar to 31.1 ± 1.6 mm for the pre-bonded one. With this one-step
thermoforming process, comparable forming limit was reached while saving the step for
producing the sandwich semi-products. In this regard, the results of the investigations
in this study with the pre-bonded FML could be a benchmark for the one-step thermal
forming without pre-bonding of FML, which is beneficial for further investigation into the
3D shaping of FML through the one-step thermoforming process, such as the top-hat profile
manufacturing described in [44]. In addition, both pre-bonded and unbonded specimens
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showed good interlaminar bonding after cooling at the end of the experiment, except for
the area where the steel sheet fractured, which showed local delamination due to lack of
backing support and spring-back deformation of the cover sheets.
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Figure 18. Force (a) and strain (b) evolution of FML01-RG2.0 with/without prebonding.

3.2. FLC Determination

The FLC for the monolithic steel sheets and the sandwich panels were determined.
Firstly, the FLC for monolithic steel sheets TS275 and TS290 at different temperatures
are shown in Figure 19. In Figure 19a, an example of the FLC for TS290 assessed by the
time-dependent line fitting method is shown, as described in Figure 9. In Figure 19b, the
FLC level of TS290 was kept almost constant for the different test forming temperatures
with only a slight tendency to decrease with increasing temperature in the middle and
left parts of the FLD, where the plane and tensile strain paths, respectively, dominated.
However, there was a slight improvement of the FLC in the right side, i.e., in the biaxial
stretching straining. In contrast, as shown in Figure 19c, the FLC level of TS275 decreased
significantly in the tensile (left side) and plane strain (at minor strain ε2 = 0) regions with
increasing temperature, which was consistent with the tensile properties of this steel grade,
as shown in Figure 3a.
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Figure 19. FLC of TS290 (a) at RT with the evolution of major and minor strains at different strain
paths, (b) at different temperatures and (c) FLC of TS275 at different temperatures.

The results in Figure 19 can be interpreted with the help of the strain distribution
over a centreline section, as shown in Figure 20, where the test results in terms of the
strain evolution for TS275 and TS290 of hourglass-shaped specimens with a central width
of 50 mm at RT and 235 ◦C are illustrated. The following characteristic differences can
be stated:

3. At RT, the development of the plastic zone of both TS290 and TS275 revolves around
the centre of the specimen, where the strain evolution along the cross-section lines
(the red dotted lines in the figure) shows a smooth progression (Figure 20a,b).

4. However, at 235 ◦C intermittent slant strain localization bands are detected, indicating
the presence of PLC flip-flopped bands for TS275 at elevated temperatures [42] and
leading to a reduction in elongation at failure. In contrast, the strain evolution of
TS290 at 235 ◦C is similar to that at RT, with no detected slant strain localization bands,
see Figure 20b.
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Figure 20. Strain evolutions along the section lines and DIC images for (a) TS275 and (b) TS290 under
stretch forming condition at RT and 235 ◦C.

Furthermore, Figure 21 shows the FLC levels of MPM02 with different core layer
thicknesses at RT and 200 ◦C. From Figure 21a, it can be noted that the FLC level of
MPM02 decreased slightly with increasing core thickness, which was in coincidence
with the stretch-forming behaviour of MPM01 described in Section 3.1.2. As shown in
Figure 21b, no significant improvement in the FLC levels of MPM02 was found with in-
creasing temperature, stating that cold forming is satisfactory for processing MPM panels.
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Finally, Figure 22 shows the results of the FLC determination for FML01 and FML02
to determine the effect of steel sheet properties on the FLC level. Moreover, the core thick-
nesses of 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm have been chosen, while the 2.0 mm core was neglected due
to the result found earlier that the inner steel sheet cracks earlier making the determina-
tion of the FLC not reliable. In principle, to determine the FLC, the failure strain can be
obtained by the DIC method for the outer layer. In this case, the determined FLC will
be not reliable as the outer steel sheet is still within the safe forming zone; however, the
inner cover sheet is already cracked. As can be seen from Figure 22a, the FLC level of
FML02 increased significantly with increasing temperature up to 235 ◦C, compared to RT.
The effect of core thickness (0.5 and 1.0 mm) on FLC levels at both RT and 235 ◦C was
negligible, which was similar to the stretch-forming behaviour of FML. Moreover, the FLC
levels of FML at RT were found to be very low and the minor strain values positive for all
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strain paths. This can be attributed to the limited formability of the organosheets and its
suppression effect of the plastic deformation on the outer steel sheet. In Figure 22b, the
difference between the FLC levels of FML02 at different temperatures 200 and 235 ◦C is
also shown to be negligible, except for the one at RT. Based on these results, preference can
be given to forming at 200 ◦C, where good forming limits can be achieved while reducing
the squeezing-out of the polymer matrix in the core at 235 ◦C, which leads to significant
thickness irregularities (Figure 15). However, the temperature of 200 ◦C is not suitable for
the one-step thermoforming of sandwich panels into complex shapes. The reason is that it
is not possible to achieve both joining and forming processes at temperatures less than the
melting point of the polymer matrix, i.e., 220 ◦C [40].
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From Figure 22c,d, it can be seen that the FLC levels of the FML with different cover
sheets TS275 and TS290 do not show significant differences at RT. In contrast, the FLC
levels of FML01 and FML02 at 235 ◦C show a significant difference above the melting
point of PA6, being significantly higher for FML02. Furthermore, the major-minor strain
distribution at different strain paths for FML are similar to those of their monolithic steel
sheets. Therefore, it can be stated that at RT, the forming limit of the organosheet dominates
the FLC level to its FML because of early failure. However, at elevated temperatures,
i.e., 200 and 235 ◦C, the cover sheet dominates the FLC level of the FML.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper, the influence of material properties (cover sheets: TS275-0.4 mm and
TS290-0.3 mm, and core layers: PA6, RG and RGUD), thicknesses of core materials
(PA6: 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mm, and organosheets: 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mm) and forming temperatures
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(RT, 200 and 235 ◦C) on stretch-forming behaviour and FLC-levels were experimentally
determined and characterised. Based on the obtained results, the following conclusions
can be made:

• Stretch forming of the organosheets at RT was highly restricted. A further increase of
the stretching force was due to its resistance of unfractured fibres in warp direction
of RGUD.

• The formability of the MPMs was found to be comparable to that of their monolithic
steel cover sheets, yet it decreased when core thickness increased. The same effect was
found regarding the FLC-levels.

• The stiffness of FML increased when core thickness increased, but its formability
decreased accordingly.

• At 235 ◦C, i.e., above the melting point of PA6, no remarkable difference of drawing
depth and stiffness of FML with varied core thicknesses and different organosheets
RG and RGUD can be stated. The formability of FML was comparable to that of the
monolithic steel covers.

• At 235 ◦C, irregular thickness distribution of thicker core layer (>1.0 mm) in FML led
to decreasing the dynamic friction coefficient and earlier failure of the inner steel sheet.

• At 235 ◦C, no fibre cracking in the FML was detected, but severe distortion in the
flange region due to the restriction of the fibres’ movement due to the drawing beads
was seen.

• Regarding the FLC of MPM, no remarkable improvement of the FLC-level was ob-
served by increasing the forming temperature.

• The FLC-levels of FML significantly improved (almost > 300%) at the elevated forming
temperatures. The influence of the core thickness (0.5~1.0 mm) on the FLC-level was
ignorable at RT, 200 and 235 ◦C. However, organosheets dominated the FLC-level at
RT and the steel cover sheets dominated at elevated temperatures.

For the warm stretch forming of FML, further improvement approaches can be under-
taken. For example, by using a multi-step variothermal stretching process, sandwiches are
stretched below the melting point (e.g., 200 ◦C) of the matrix PA6 to obtain the maximum
forming limit, and then the shaped specimen can be bonded sufficiently by increasing
the temperature (≥230 ◦C) and applying counter-pressure via a support tool part. This
eliminates the non-uniformity of thickness distribution that occurs after the FML has been
formed in the molten state of matrix and therewith to avoid the change of dynamic friction
state and the earlier cracking of inner cover sheet. In addition, reliable simulation models
are needed to be developed to predict the fluidity of the core layer in the molten state
and the failure modes of FML during the variothermal forming process, such as thickness
change, fibre fracture and cover sheet cracking.
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